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CotW discussion
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Thank you. Before we get into motions and comments, I will look for questions.
Question: Councilor Isitt.

[Councillor Ben Isitt] I have several questions, some might be asked by other
colleagues. I’ll start, it sort of follows up on the last comment there. Regarding the affordable housing
component, the construction costs of building the units, is it substantially greater than $25K? So I am
just wondering how that arrangement was worked out. It seems, wouldn’t it be a big benefit to the
applicant to just defaulting on that and just paying the penalty. That essentially gives enough capital to
build one unit. So, I’m just wondering about the math there.

[Jonathan Tinney, Director of Planning and Sustainability]
The thinking behind affordable housing and the inclusion of affordable housing is not that the overall
cost of the unit is covered through any contribution but rather the contribution supports some of the
decrease in the level of cost. So to bring that cost from a market cost down to a below market cost.
There are certainly efficiencies of incorporating that into another development. Our understanding from
the applicant is that in this case the size of the units makes it difficult to as they are focusing more on
the larger one bedroom and two bedroom units within the mix here. That is difficult to incorporate into
this project. But in another project it may be possible to do that. Now there is the buyout clause and it
may be less expensive for the applicant to do that. That is similar to other scenarios where we
undertake a land lift analysis. In some cases the land lift is a cash contribution which would ultimately
provide for fewer units than could be provided in a development but that is a provision within the
current policy.
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(Alec Johnston)
Tinney: This site doesn’t generate a land lift given that it is not actually a significant density increase
overall with the open site coverage. But this is a voluntary contribution by the applicant that generally
aligns with some of the contributions we provide through the housing trust fund.
Isitt: In terms of the density, particularly to the south, we’ve received a lot of correspondence from
residents who have expressed concerns in relation to density, height or setbacks, also loss of green
space. We’ve received only a handful of items of correspondence indicating support or additional
correspondence or there’s additional correspondence in the package, but in terms of email
correspondence, unsolicited from the general public, public opinion does not appear to support this
application. So particularly with the residential single family zoned property I’m just wondering staff’s
rationale in finding the multi-unit 4 storey building be supportable.
Tinney: So, this is a somewhat complicated site when it comes to policy context. So, the site is half
designated so a portion of the site is designated for urban residential which would anticipate up to 6
storeys abutting on Fort Street. The south portion of the site is identified as traditional residential which
could support up to, given its location, 3 storey townhouse format through what the OCP anticipates.
Applying that directly would support all of the density being pushed up against Fort Street which would
remove some of that existing treed area and parklike area along the frontage of the property. So a
different approach was taken to look at maintaining some of the natural aspects of that which has been
identified in the community as being something that is worth maintaining. So redistributing the density
around the site in a way that would allow for keeping it generally in the average between those two
designations but redistributing the density around slightly to allow for the maintenance of that treed
character. As well, the integration of the townhouses along the Pentrelew frontage is meant to
transition as best possible from the single family character adjacent to the higher density that largely
fronts onto Fort Street. So it really responds to the site, that is not specifically not anticipated in the OCP
but staff feels meets generally the spirit of the OCP as meaning to do given the constraints of the site.
Isitt: The last question I will ask now before ceding to other council members, I may have some
afterwards, is it possible to see more of the site plan?
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Isitt: So at the south of the property, was any consideration given to some sort of easement or
statutory right of way? There’s reference made to the Pemberton Trail – but the Pemberton Trail is
specifically intended as an off Fort Street route where residents could walk generally east – west
without having to be on the arterial road. So there is a greenway connection, but it connects up to Fort
whereas I think there’s obviously private land to the west with a building right there. But with a jog in
the statutory right of way and who knows if there is future re-development of those older apartment
buildings or even opportunities for negotiating with those owners, essentially that’s Linden Street and
then you have just one apartment building that has similarly wide setbacks and the variant of Meares
Street. I think there might be a missed opportunity there if there isn’t a right of way at the southern end
of the property because it’s kind of a key site in terms of that potential for the east-west connection off
of Fort Street. So I wonder if consideration has been given to that. And I know there is policy support,
the active transportation advisory committee, received a report on Tuesday on the greenways plan and
it included an appendix which I think was a standalone council motion from 2005 basically endorsing the
Pemberton Trail in principle.
Tinney: Staff considered that and had some discussions with the applicant on that – I think that part of
the challenge is what is required to finish that connection through there. As you know there is – would
need to see some significant re-development of those sites immediately adjacent as well as
redevelopment of the block on the other side which are all currently relatively high density. The other
consideration is at this stage we are one block off of Rockland Avenue and Rockland Avenue is also
identified as a greenway and so the relative utility of that connection through this particular location is
what was hard to identify. Notwithstanding that the policy exists and that it was considered, this was
the proposal put forward by the applicant and staff see the tradeoffs here as being supportable.
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[Charlayne Thornton-Joe] I have a couple of questions. In the last CotW meeting,
council expressed some concerns about the roof decks at the back of the town houses, and I understand
that the decks are no longer called roof decks but they are terraces because of how they are configured.
I guess the concern originally was that these decks would create privacy issues, and not so much of a
concern of the possible tenants of the new buildings that might be built but of the ones that are existing
already. With these new terraces, would there still be any privacy issues with any of the existing
properties.
Alec Johnston: The revised townhouse design does still include what is technically referred to as a roof
deck – that upper terrace area – however with the change in the townhouse design and the change in
the roofline the impact of those roof decks is primarily internal to the site. There is potential for privacy
issues for the terrace on unit 10 at the north end of the site as it relates to 1225 Fort Street. To help
mitigate the actual impact the applicant has proposing several trees along the property line to provide
some screening.
Thornton-Joe: Thank you. And with the new configuration with the town houses the set back on the
Pentrelew side is actually reduced. Is that correct? I just want to make sure with the current compared
with the previous that the setbacks of the townhouses have actually been reduced and not increased.
Johnston: There is a slight variation in the setback associated with the change in to the townhouse
design. It’s generally consistent with the setback that was proposed with the other proposal. Certain
units have shifted so that they are slightly closer to Pentrelew and other units have shifted back. So
depending on the unit, the setback may have increased or decreased slightly.
Thornton-Joe: So there is still a variance being asked for for that setback. [Alec Johnston: That is
correct]. We did receive letters that once again refer to not respecting a burial ground there. Has there
been any evidence or information to confirm that there is a burial ground on the site?
And if so, is there any legislation that says that no building can be built there?
Soulliere: I cannot speak to what is or is not on the site but generally under the Heritage Conservation
Act which is a provincial legislation there are requirements for any property owner has a site that
contains a historical or archeological site to obtain the necessary permits from the provincial
government and that would require an examination by an archeologist of the site. None of the city
approvals in any way override or replace the obligations under the Heritage Conservation Act. In fact, if I
recall correctly, our applications process and permits specifically highlight as a reminder to the property
owners or the applicants of their obligations under the Heritage Conservation Act.
Thornton-Joe: So it might behoove the applicant to find out first before anything moves forward.
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Soulliere: That’s correct. It’s a provincial requirement – in fact, it’s an offence to do the work if they find
any kind of burial site without getting any of the necessary approvals. But it has nothing to do with any
municipal approvals and any council decision regarding the rezoning or the development permit or even
issuance of a building permit does not in any way supersede or authorize the work to be done in
contravention of the Heritage Conservation Act. That is something that the city is not involved in; that is
between the property owner and the appropriate provincial agency.
Tinney: Our understanding from the applicant is that this is never a formal burial site that said, it may
have served as an informal area for the scattering of ashes at some point in the past with some of the
parishioners in the church. Our understanding from the applicant is that they have worked with the
Church to move aspects of the soil in those areas to their new location in order to meet the future needs
of the church.
Thornton-Joe: The last question for now is according to the plan, the townhouses are zoned for three
storeys. If so, was there consideration of the height and the storeys across the street from the
townhouses.
Johnston: The traditional residential urban place designation would envision townhouses up to three
storeys in this location so the proposal for the townhouses is consistent with that vision in the OCP and
the applicant has revised their proposal to go with a townhouse design that is more traditional in
character and reflects the character of the older heritage buildings in Rockland. And so although they
may be taller and have a greater height than the buildings across the street, they do reflect that heritage
character of the neighbourhood and they do provide a transitional form and scale from the multi-unit
residential buildings to the single family dwellings to the east.
Thornton-Joe: [1:20:33] With that, I know that sometimes when we look at storeys that can be
misleading because different buildings have different floor to ceiling heights. So when we look at the
floor to ceilings here are they in line with what we would expect or higher than what we would expect?
[noticeable pause] Sorry that may have been a difficult question to answer the way I phrased it.
Johnston: Without looking at the plans right now, my understanding is that the floor to ceiling height for
the first and second levels hasn’t changed with this revised proposal, the change is what is led to the
increase in height is really the change to the roof form – the steeper pitched roof and adding the
dormers above the second level. The way we measure height in our zoning by-laws is from the lower
eave of those dormers to the upper ridge. So by adding those dormers in it increases the height
measurement for those buildings.
Helps: [asked if anyone else had questions]
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[Councillor Geoff Young] I am struggling a little bit with the data table. Area A zoned R3 –
AM2 v the R1B Area B, you’ve given total floor area maximums for areas A and B based on 1.6 for the A3
R3AM2. I am assuming that you used one for the R1B. Now is that correct or not?
Johnston: That would be under the zoning column, the total floor area for area B would be based on the
maximum allowable floor area under the R1B zone. So, and, well, based on a [repeated 3x] a potential
subdivision of that area into several R1B lots – how many single family dwellings can be constructed and
what would be the total floor area of adding up those buildings to arrive at 2580. So at a 1:1 would be
the next column which would be the 5,639.8 sq metres.
Young: Ah, okay so you’ve got it at 2580 so it looks like you’ve used the overall outcome is about a .5 for
the R1B. Is that more or less what you’ve used – you did that as a calculation based on a specific
development model but it comes out to something in the order of a hair under .5. Is that right?

[Johnson]. Yes. And it would really depend on um the way we calculate total floor area how much of
that area was accommodated in the basement or the first and second stories – would change that
number so it would range from .35 to .5 for that R1B zoned area.

[Tinney]

[Alison Meyer}

Young: So .5, obviously there is no standard for R1B, what kind of, so I guess what you are telling me is,
typically, the new buildings we are seeing now in R1B are typically achieving in the area of .5? Is that the
kind of densities we’re seeing? I guess we don’t track it explicitly. My only information I was only
calculating my FSRs from houses I know where I’ve lived in and they seem to be in that general area but
I don’t know what people are achieving now.
Johnston: It would really depend on the lot size. We have a great variety of lot sizes for properties that
are zoned R1B based on a standard, like a newly subdivided R1B lot has a minimum area of 460 sq m,
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and so based on the maximum allowable floor area it would be roughly in the .5 to .6 range for a
standard lot.
Young: now just looking at the maps, is the area currently zoned R3AM2 –is that the – obviously only a
small component of this entire development is at the R3AM2 – I’m guessing around 20% just eyeballing
it. What are the areas in the two zones now? Are they in this? I don’t see them in this – I guess I can
work backward. It looks like it’s about 5000 in the R1B and 2000 in the R3AM2? Kindof?
Johnston: It’s approximately 2200 for the R3AM2 portion and 5600 for the R1B portion.
Young: Ok. I would have guessed it would have been less for the R3AM2 so the 6153 that you are giving
as the combined FSR then is based on the 2200 feet at 1.6 giving the 3500 and the 5600 at about .5
giving the 2500 which is where you get the 6000, 6153, combined under the current zoning, which
compares with the proposal which is requesting 10.8. Now you say the OCP policy is 10.1 (10,126) that is
based on – and you give the area A and B – what are those – uh okay, those are FSRs – you are giving
2.01 for the R3AM2 and then 1 for the 1.0 for the R1B area. That is how that’s calculated. And the
proposal is a bit above that at, well it’s 10.9 (10, 900 basically is what we’re at now). Okay thank you.
Helps: Councilor Young asked my question in a more sophisticated way than I would so I thank him for
that. So I don’t have any questions. I will go to Councillor Alto.

[Councillor Marianne Alto] A number of my questions have already been asked but
some have not been so I will ask those. Some of them are confirming what I think I have heard staff
suggest or imply. So you used a phrase in your presentation which I couldn’t find in the materials and
that was semi-public greenspace. Can you explain what that is and to what you are referring and where
we can find that in the materials? As opposed to private space and public space.
[Tinney started to fidget moving non-essentials around on the desk in front of Johnston’s computer]
Johnston: I’m referring to the pathway where it connects to the site here. [see image on next page]
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This area is intended is intended to function as a semipublic greenspace so it’s not um, they are not
proposing to put any kind of barrier between the pathway in that area and so people will be able to
enjoy that space visually as they are walking along the pathway. And there would be an SRW [Statutory
Right of Way] along the pathway that would extend slightly beyond the boundaries of the pathway itself.
Alto: And so you are referring to this as semipublic because it is still essentially on privately owned
except for the SRW but there would be no prevention of people wandering off the path and taking a rest
in the area in the top right of your design, that sort of kind of thing. That’s kind of what you mean? It’s
not a park, not public space exactly but neither is it fenced off private space.
Johnston: correct.
Alto: And in your report and in your recommendations you do have some concerns expressed around
risk to some of the trees just based on the construction work and there was certainly some reference to
ensuring that there are more reports and more examinations and more evaluations. But I didn’t see any
specific reference to any type of mitigation strategy or some required action taken if some of those
trees for which you expressed concern are in fact damaged during construction. Was there any thought
to if a number of trees we thought were okay and end up not being okay, what happens then?
[very long awkward pause]
Tinney: I may defer to my colleagues in the parks department but typically through the building permit
process some sort of tree management plan is required and landscape deposits are taken at that time to
ensure those trees are maintained or if they are damaged that there is some compensation provided for
that but I’ll ask Mr. Soulliere if he wants to add anything.
[Thomas Soulliere - Director of Parks, Recreation and Facilities] That was a very good answer. I have
nothing to add to that.
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Alto: So just following up on that, is there an expectation that there is room to replace trees if some of
them were damaged – somewhere on site? Or would it just be that compensation is provided and used
by the City in some other site?
Soulliere: We are dealing with a site that is somewhat constrained in replanting and so the species are
being selected so that they can thrive in those spaces. Uhm, we expect that there is potential if more
trees are required we would not be able to accommodate them and in that case we would take the cash
in lieu.
Alto: And you did refer to in your presentation and there is some reference in the materials as well but
if we were to separate these sites and let them remain the way that they are can you describe what can
be built in the Fort Street side?
Tinney: On the Fort Street side there is existing zoning to provide for a 4 storey building that would be
approvable for development assuming that there were no variances were being requested. That would
push the density up against Fort Street with the sort of setbacks we see along that frontage. And would
likely end up with the loss of that treed space.
Alto: And if you were, and you may not be able to answer this question, but I will ask it anyway in case
you can extrapolate – would there be do you think an appetite for a variance application on the Fort
Street side for a higher number of floors? I mean you just said it would be four storeys, would we
anticipate that at least there would be room to at least apply for – and you obviously cannot comment
on our decision but – would there be room to apply for something that is taller?
Tinney: I would have to go back and look specifically at the zone. I don’t know if there is specifically
enough density in the existing RM3 zone to allow for, to make it higher unless it was a much smaller
footprint. It would require variances. [Alto: for sure] I think the OCP anticipates a 6 storey building there
so I think that from a staff perspective and depending on other considerations, I think a 6 storey
variance might be supportable from a staff’s perspective, not presupposing Council’s view on that but
there may be some options available there.
Alto: And I think my last question here is there were a lot of concerns raised about the height of the
townhouses. Do you know if there are any comparably designed townhouses of similar height in the
area?
Tinney: There is a row of townhouses on Carberry Gardens a couple of blocks away from this
development that are very very similar. In fact they were designed and developed by the same builder a
number of years ago and then they act as a bit of a model for what these could look like. So in staff’s
view they fit in very well in that location. Even though we understand that there is some concern over
the height of the townhouses, they are not significantly taller than the single family homes and then we
feel they provide some transition between the development to the single family homes.
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{Meyer]
Isitt: It sort of builds on Councillor Young’s questions around the floor area. So just looking at the table
at page 8, in the staff report, p. 8 of 12 – it indicates that the proposal requests basically 10, 900 sq m
and that the combined zoning would allow 6, 150 sq m, with some very minor rounding – that appears
to be 180% increase in density beyond the existing zoning – nearly double the existing zoning – so I
wonder if staff can just comment on that – in terms of it not triggering any land lift or other mechanisms
of that nature.

Tinney: Uhm, so in terms of the existing density

existing zoning

, the land lift is not calculated from the

it’s calculated from the base density in the OCP which is typically higher

than the existing zoning.
In this case the uplift, the blended uplift between these two sites coupled with some of the construction
decisions being made by the applicant, which are sort of putting the parking underground both for the
townhouse units as well as the toward the apartment units themselves fails to generate a land lift. Again
in this case the applicant is providing a voluntary contribution to sort of make up for some of that. In
terms of the change in density, yes, what is being requested from what it is currently zoned is an
increase. Staff’s view is less – we tend to look less at what the existing zoning but rather what the OCP
anticipates the OCP provides the guidance for what is considerable on these sites and in this case there
is an OCP amendment because of the shift in on the site and what is being requested is slightly larger
than that blended density that the OCP anticipates but given that there is balance that is being
suggested in the design interventions that have been put forward staff feel that it is supportable.
Isitt: In terms of the public, semipublic space or the private public space, is the landscaping mandated
at all in the development agreement or any sort of binding requirements mandating landscaping
fixturing and preventing any future alterations by the strata council or the strata owners?
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Tinney: So the landscape plan is provided because it forms part of the development permit, so the
future plans coming forward in other uh – must comply with the landscape plan in the development
permit prior to a development – uh building permit being issued.
Isitt: Are there any amenities in terms of benches and other fixtures contemplated for that area
basically the north east corner there? Right up against Fort Street, that triangle there bounded by the
path and the private land – right of that to the east, yes, that area.

[Tinney turns around]

Johnston: No there aren’t any benches proposed in that area with this landscape proposal however
there is a low rock wall – this curvilinear rock wall that is proposed that is proposed in that area and the
rest of the area is used for planting several replacement Garry Oak trees.
Isitt: Presumably under the canopy of a Garry Oak tree there is area – this is showing an aerial view but
under those blobs of tree canopy there is space. Just thinking about private plazas in Victoria – there are
also many that are prevalent in the City of Vancouver – so I just wonder if staff has given consideration
to mandating public use of that and not just something that’s nice to look at for people who might be
strolling along the pathway which would be a more bon fide public amenity.
Tinney: That’s something that staff could look at – I think in this case the intent was to maintain the
public access through and sort of maintain in the current condition – I think the intent of the landscape
plan allows for the rock wall to be low enough to be used in some locations as a sort of short term
seating but if there was thoughts about some additional seating in that area I am sure we could discuss
that with the applicant.
Isitt: In terms of the future path on the west, I’m just trying to understand what that means. I think it is
in one of the conditions in the recommendations.
Johnston: There is a recommendation as part of the proposal that a statutory right of way will be
provided along the west edge to approximately this location [see red rectangle in the image below] and
that intent there is to provide an opportunity for a future path connection that would connect with the
pathway in a continuation of the Pemberton Trail west of the site so if there was that future opportunity
to redevelopment of sites to the west to secure a right of way for the pathway then this right of way
along the west edge provides a right of way for a future connection.
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Isitt: That kind of goes back to my original question – if we look at the south – there’s a driveway access,
a driveway – what is the dark grey area [see image above] – what is that part of the building? I can’t
read what that is.
Johnston: That’s a vehicle circulation area portion of the driveway for access to the under building
parking.
Isitt: Because it would require a set back where that blob hits the property line. I’m just wondering,
since staff were thinking about the Pemberton Trail, it just seems that whole purpose of it being off of
Fort Street in connectivity to the Art Gallery could be achieved by putting an SRW on the bottom there
jogging it around that building and essentially contemplating as a future path on the south property line.
Tinney: Staff could explore that the applicant again. I think that the challenge is that the route really
does dead end in a number of locations and some of the parcels where we come across this site into
other sites that continue over to Meares Street – we end up in a situation where we go through the
middle of development sites so I think it would be even more so challenging over the long term to see
that and again from the staff’s perspectives the utility of that given that we are half a block from
Rockland Avenue and Fort Street which is intended to be a triple A bike route over the long term you
know what the utility of that particular connection is given the amount of time and the amount of cost it
likely would take to complete it. Again we could discuss that with the applicant and see if there is some
interest in providing that.
Isitt: Just cause on that one if that is the rationale then why are staff recommending registering an SRW
for a future path on the west property line cuz wouldn’t we have those same challenges if we had that
path coming down from Fort Street? You’d still be bumping into the back parking lot of an apartment
building.
Tinney: The applicant offered that, it wasn’t something that staff have been pushing. We have examined
opportunities for the Pemberton Trail but there are a lot of property challenges that to make that work.
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[request for more questions] [1:43:39]
Thornton-Joe: The neighbourhood has expressed concerns about parking currently my understanding is
that the zone standard is 132 parking spots then the applicant was offering 123 and now is offering 121
even though the number of units is increased by 1, what is creating this parking variance request? Is it
underground parking not trying to hit root zones or do you know why they weren’t able to
accommodate the amount of parking spots the zone requires or contemplates?
Johnston: Given the amount of site constraints with the real lot configuration and the objective of
trying to retain as many of the larger trees as you mention stay out of the critical root zones that did put
some constraints on the underground parking layout and so with this revised proposal there were also
revisions to the underground parking revisions and that’s resulted in the current proposal of 121 stalls.
Thornton-Joe: Going back to Councillor Alto’s question I think I heard that if the applicant went away
and did exactly what was permitted in the zoning the Fort Street side could have either a –without
coming forward for a rezoning – could have a 4 storey building fulfilling all the setbacks and all of the
trees in the building envelope would then be permitted to be removed. Is that my understanding?
Tinney: Potentially. It would be a development permit and the discussions with the applicant about the
maintenance of those but typically the approach is that the trees that are within the footprint of the
development do give way given zoning entitlements. Yeah that would be largely, what you see on the
site to the north east a replication of that in some form along that Front Street frontage is currently
entitled with the current zoning.
Thornton-Joe: Taking up Councillor Alto’s comment about if there was a variance of height – and I am
just going to throw out a number hypothetically – if the applicant said they were going to propose let’s
say an 8 storey slender building and allow more of the trees to be maintained, that would be the only
way at that point to achieve maintaining of the trees. So in any scenario, would there be a scenario
where more trees are maintained in that area.
Tinney: The scenario where more trees would be maintained would be a six storey building pushed back
slightly from Fort Street with frontage onto Fort Street which is what is being proposed in the
application.
Helps: I have a follow up question regarding something Councillor Thornton-Joe asked with regards to
the parking this seems to me to be a heck of a lot of parking considering it is on a transit route, walkable
to downtown, and on a bike corridor, is this standard here the old schedule C or the new schedule C?
Tinney: It would be the old schedule C as the new schedule C has not yet been adopted.
Helps: Right so if it was the new schedule C, I am not proposing to change anything but I want to
understand the context, if it was the new schedule C, what would be the number of spots required?
Tinney: It I don’t know if we have done that analysis but there are larger units so my guess would be
[consulted with Johnston] it would be a nine stall variance with the new schedule C.
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Helps: Sorry, say again? It would be under or over what is required?
Tinney: It would still be under what is required by the new schedule C and that’s driven by the larger
unit sizes.

[Meyer]
Helps: Okay, got it. Are there any further questions? Okay, seeing none, Mr. Coats, can we have the
motion please? Would anyone like to move the staff recommendation? Thank you moved by Councillor
Lucas. Is there a seconder? Okay seconded by Councillor Coleman. I’ll go to the mover and the seconder
to speak and then I will look for other speakers.
[1:48:23] Lucas declined to speak first.

This is a problematic application. The two pieces of property that are blended are
awkward to deal with. We know that something is going to happen there; the question is how do we
wish to see that articulated? I will say – well first to answer the issue of semi-public green space, it
actually comes from a tome by an author named Newman who wrote a book called Defensible Space
and he articulated the difference between public space and private space as semipublic or semi-private,
and the reason it is important that we talk about it is it became the work that CPTED became predicated
on. So it is about making spaces safer for communities. So that’s the reason the articulation is there, I
think.
The last issue that was brought up was the parking variance. The reality that this application with 121
parking stalls will be of a ratio 1.4, 1.3:1 and I think the old standard used to be 1.4:1. I don’t find a
problem with that. I also don’t find a problem particularly with the six storey building. There is a school
of thought that thinks it should be on the old lot line and should not be pushed back but then again
what you gain by pushing it back is the retention of some trees on the Fort Street side. I like the access
of Fort Street’ that makes sense to me.
I have some problems, surprisingly given the fact that I am not perplexed by the 6 storey building, I do
have some problems with the four storey building and its height because of course when we look at the
plan it seems a two dimensional piece of space, when you get there on land, the 4 storey building is
closer to the more family oriented single family dwellings that are slightly downhill from the site so it is
the way it imposes itself.
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I also still think that there is the townhouses along Pentrelew from my perspective perhaps too big.
There was a reduction in the number but the look from Pentrelew side still makes them look somewhat
imposing. I know they may resemble the Carberry Gardens ones but I still find them too big and the way
they face onto Pentrelew causes a problem for me, and I think as well the access to the four storey
building off of Pentrelew Place side is a traffic pattern issue that we need to think about. Perhaps
concern ourselves with.
The reality is if we reject this then the applicant may do a Fort Street application to allow for the four
storeys but what happens to the back side property? And that will all be accessed off of Pentrelew. It’s
playing these different things. The question for us at this point is, is there merit for it go forward to a
public hearing. We’ve heard lots, yes we have lots of correspondence from the people involved, much of
it opposed. We probably also have electronic files that have hundreds of emails but they come from a
smaller – they don’t recognize the residents in the area and in one instance, I think, 21% of
correspondence in my file comes from one place. They are very passionate and very involved in this
process and that is a good thing. But it doesn’t recognize the full swath of the population.
So I find this a problematic application. The question here is, is there merit here to go to a public hearing
and hear from the broader public? I seconded the motion so that we can have this discussion. I am
conflicted.
Helps: I have myself next and then Councillor Young, then Councillor Thornton-Joe and then Councillor
Isitt. And then I will look to the speakers on the phone as well as I’m sure they will have something to
say.
I am prepared to send this to public hearing. We have heard a lot on this site and about this site and I
think this is one that we need to take a bit of a wider perspective on in the same way we had to with the
St. Andrews development. This is a development that is on a corridor. It is a significant development for
the city – a proposal not just for the neighbourhood as is any development on any corridor. So I am
prepared to send this forward to public hearing to hear from the broader public – a wider public to hear
from their perspective.
I have to say that the new proposal is much better than the first proposal and I know the townhouses
are a bit higher but I think that the way that they have been redesigned fits in better with the
neighbourhood.
I really like the public pathway through the property. This wasn’t a requirement and the notion that the
semi-public space – I agree with Councillor Isitt that there should be some resting place, some stopping
place, something that feels like it is a place not just a space to pass through – recognizing that it is
private property. So I am in support of that but I think a lot of work has been done and I am prepared to
send this off to public hearing and I hope that is what council will decide.
Young: This is a difficult one because there is some merit to the proposal but I tried to dig a little deeper
into the issue of zoning entitlements because this is a situation that has cropped up in several other
instances – some of which has also given us real difficulties – which is that the density foreseen by the
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OCP is very significantly different from the density foreseen under the current zoning; and where the
site is on a boundary between different forms of appropriate development.
I actually think that some significant increase in density along Fort is reasonable. I also take note that the
developments on Linden behind are a higher density – the multiple dwelling format type developments
and I think that it is not reasonable to foresee a development that sees single family dwelling homes for
the entire R1B zone site – the southern portion of the site which is a great majority of the site.
I wasn’t here for the initial go round but I read the comments of my colleagues and in general I agreed
with them. The things that they were stressing were the things that were really brought to our attention
primarily by the neighbours which is the overlook of the southern part of the site into the remaining
single family neighbourhood and the format of the townhouses. There was concern expressed and I
share those concerns because those were the same concerns I had. The fact of the matter is that the
density that tis allowed on the site is going to colour how those issues are addressed because clearly
given density has to go somewhere. As you push and pull it – as you pull it away from the existing trees
it has to pop up somewhere else. As you provide for the public pathway which I think is a real good
amenity – again it will have to pop up somewhere else.
So the density is really ruling how that interface with the traditional residential single family
neighbourhood presents. And there is as Councillor Isitt pointed out a pretty big difference between the
density under the existing zone as estimated by our planning staff at 6100 or so sq m v the 10, 000 the
OCP imagines and the 10, 900 that is actually in front of us. That’s a pretty significant difference. I think
that some increase in density is appropriate but even the OCP calculations which sees a 1.0 desnity
which our staff explained on all of those traditional residential R1B zoned sites to the south of the site
that’s a pretty significant increase into a traditional residential neighbourhood.
I think this neighbourhood is a stable one, I think as we go forward we will see, as is usually the case,
smaller houses replaced with bigger ones. I am concerned about the new art gallery which I was not able
to support because it will have an impact on this little area. Which I think will be an even greater impact
than the impact of this development. But I think some increase is appropriate but perhaps not quite as
much as is requested here.
So essentially, and we have heard some concerns that we are simply not going to be able to respond to
– they are people who say that the site should remain in public use as an unofficial park or concerns
about blasting and construction which unfortunately are issues that come up with any redevelopment
which are simply an inherent part of the process.
So I think where I am coming down is I am somewhat supportive of the general direction of this proposal
but I do not think that the concerns that were expressed last time about the interface with the single
family neighbourhood to the south or the presentation of the townhouses along Pentrelew have been
adequately addressed. I think that the reality is that there will have to be some overall increase to the
overall density of the site to achieve those . Even a reduction to the foreseen OCP allowance of 10, 200
or so but perhaps even below that remembering that as always the surrounding neighbours have been
thinking in terms of the existing zoning which is only the 6150 or so sq m in terms of what was expected.
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This increase to over 11, 000 is a big jump. And I think that while we do have to – and I agree with the
general thrust of the OCP which is densification across the arterials I think it is reasonable to see an
interface with an existing higher density buildings that does represent, that is, in the form of higher
density buildings but at the same time that transition from that higher density to the lower densities of
the traditional residential neighbourhoods – in this case the other to the south and south east – I think
has to be respected a little more and I think I would have to, when this discussion is finished, I think my
inclination would be to refer it back with an instruction along the same lines as before – that those
interfaces, the interface to the south and the townhouse presentation along Pentrelew have to be
revised to address more thoroughly the concerns of the overlook, and massing and transition to the
single family neighborhood.
Thornton-Joe: As you can tell that none of us rushed to move or second the motion that this is a
difficult one and I appreciate Councillor Young’s comments because it’s leaning towards my thoughts as
well. The difficulty is that we know something will be built here and should be built here and I think that
the time that I have been on Council, some of the hardest ones has been where it comes to public
support or that have had areas where the public has seen as green space or something that they have
seen and used and enjoyed over the years and all of a sudden an applicant is here bringing forward their
rights as a property owner to do something with. And I somewhat fear or acknowledge that what could
be built is probably not going to make anyone any more happy or be of any benefit or be what we are
trying to achieve as well.
I do like the new design far more than the last one and I actually think that it is beautifully designed but
whether I am comfortable with the design and the extent of what is being requested on this property is
something I have less comfort with. I could perhaps support it going to public hearing to get more input
but with the hesitation that I am not sure I am comfortable at this point. Or have total confidence that
even not hearing what the public may say – whether I am comfortable with the application as it stands
today. And whether as Councillor Young says there is an opportunity to send it back to the applicant to
make some more changes. Some of my concerns still lie with the townhouses although I think that the
comments have addressed the balconies. AS the staff said – technically it is still a roof deck – we asked
that the roof decks be removed – there is technically some privacy issues of those decks even though
the applicant says they will put in trees or bushes – we never know how long that will take to make the
privacy is maintained.
I think the design is better but I am still concerned about the height, the setbacks and I think that aspect
alone I would like to see a little bit more work being done. But I do acknowledge that the applicant could
go away and come back with something totally different that is not going to address the concerns that
we have. So as I said, I like the design and I like what the applicant is trying to achieve but I still think it is
too much and if there is some way to maintain a little more trees and not be so dominant on the
Pentrelew side is something that I would be more comfortable with. And so because of that I still have
trouble sending it to public hearing at this point.
[2:06:31] Isitt: What are the rules around referral motions again?
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Helps: Well there is a motion on the table to send this forward and the referral motion is…
Isitt: Are they debatable?
Helps: Yes, referral motions are debatable.
Isitt: OK. I will just send a motion to Council members that will incorporate some comments from
Council members – Okay, I’ve just sent an email – I’d like to move that the application be referred back
to the staff to work with the applicant to address the following issues and report to the Committee of
the Whole:
1. Revise the density, mass and height, and set-backs of the building to the south to provide a
more sensitive transition to the ground oriented adjacent and nearby properties and mitigate
concerns to the overlook
2. Revise the massing, height and visual appearance of the townhouses and remove the rooftop
decks to provide a more sensitive transition to the Pentrelew place frontage and nearby
properties
3. revise the design and visual aspects of the driveway access on Pentrelew Place and
4. Consider fixtures for public use and enjoyment in the landscape plan for the greenspace
bounded by the proposed pathway from Fort Street and the property to the east.
Helps: Is there a seconder? Yes, seconded by Councillor Young. Okay so we have a different motion than
the one we’ve been debating and it is a motion to refer – we’ll wait until we see it – we just heard it but
we could see the proposals that Councillor Isitt is making. And Councillor Isitt you have the floor so you
can start motivating because you know what you have said.

Isitt: There isn’t sufficient public support for this application to have a reasonable likelihood of
succeeding at a public hearing with the social license from the neighbourhood. I have not seen a lot of
support for this application to be honest. I think there are some redeeming features – the design is
improved, I think particularly for the building to the north, there is a more generous public realm as long
as that public realm is entrenched in binding agreements with the City, but more work has to happen to
provide a sensitive transition.
And I do have concerns with the density requested even exceeding the OCP – what is the impact on land
values, on the expectation of property owners and generally on housing affordability. If the City is
constantly going further than what even the OCP contemplates, I think we are removing certainty and
we actually fueling speculation in real estate. And we need to bring things back down to earth where the
starting point becomes the zoning by-law and we take it from there and then people have reasonable
expectations, there is a substantial community amenity provided if there is new density, but Council and
applicants can also accept saying no and keep things scaled in accordance with the zoning by-law which
created the expectations with everyone who purchased property in the vicinity of these kinds of parcels.
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The referral motion does not go that far in terms of a radical reduction of the proposal. It proposes
changes that other Council members have articulated, and hopefully it can address some of the
concerns raised by the public. I am not naïve enough to think that these will result in unanimous support
in the community but it might get it closer to an application that the majority of council members will be
able to support following input from the public at a public hearing.
Alto: I am not terribly resistant to this except I have some reservations around sensitive transition
which has been referenced a couple of times. This feels to me very similar to what happened last spring
when we sent it away, so I guess I am hesitant because I am not sure how we are going to evaluate what
comes back – if anything. I would very much like to see this separated because I am very much in
support of #4 but I am uncertain about my support for the first 3.
Helps: Sure we can separate them. Councillor Young.
Young: I believe this is the direction we should go. I have to agree with Councillor Isitt that the
preponderance of public opinion at this point is quite strongly against this and I believe that some of the
concern is reasonable. Simply because some of the history of this it has presence on Fort Street but it
goes deep within a residential neighbourhood.
I think we do want to see an increase in the very low density is inevitable for this site but I think it is
necessary that we send the message that we are not planning on changing the basic nature of the
neighborhood behind. This message was sent to some degree before based on my recollection of my
colleagues’ comments before – but I think we just have to send it a little bit more strongly with the
footnote that maybe there will have to be some reduction in the density of the overall proposal in order
to achieve these objectives.
And maybe that means that part of the land lift proposal which was for the offsite low income housing
will no longer be viable simply because of the economics of the revised proposal. But I guess that is
something that we will have to accept as a possibility.
But I think that if this project is to have a good chance of success I think some changes have to be made.
Helps: I have Councillor Alto as next but I would like to let Councillor Madoff speak who has not said
anything yet. She would like to speak to the referral motion. [problems with the phone system – so back
to Alto]
Alto: I am happy that we are trying to accommodate. I just want to say that one of the comments that
have been made a number of times that the sense that there is no support for this at all. And I
appreciate that the folks who aren’t supportive of this have been very passionate and very consistent,
and taken a lot of time and effort to [ex]press those reservations. But one of the reasons I was leaning
toward going to public hearing is that I think we have heard – Councillor Coleman referred to earlier –
we’ve heard a lot from a few. And I am interested in hearing from a broader context – this is more
relevant to the main point but it speaks to the referral – because I am not sure that this is going to
significantly change what we have already heard from the applicant. So again, I express my reservations
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about this motion, although I certainly support some of it and I wonder if referring it back is going to
give us anything much different than what we have before us.
On the larger issue of the public hearing, the applicant has to weigh in their own mind to what degree
do they want to risk at a public hearing and we have not that long ago turned down applications at a
public hearing for really good reason. So I think there is risk, even greater than historically, that an
applicant has to weigh. So I don’t assume that going to a public hearing assumes anything about the
final decision. Coming back to the referral I am still not certain that this would give us any particular
change with how the application may appear.
Madoff: I am very supportive of the motion that was put forward by Councillor Isitt; in the absence of
that motion, I would have to decline moving that application forward to a public hearing. The question
really was this morning was is this application really ready for a public hearing? And I have to say, that as
the liaison for Rockland I have attended as many meetings as I can – meetings posted by the applicant,
there have been resident meetings, and the community association meetings as well. And I have to say
that if we are considering advancing this application to a public hearing that we are going to get to a
point where there are winners and losers. I don’t this that is a necessary outcome – there is a certain
understanding in the community that there is going to be development – it’s just a question of how that
is going to take place on this site.
When I look back at our notes at our previous meeting and the points we asked staff to go back and
reconsider with the applicant I felt that they had not been adequately addressed. And I felt that that was
very disappointing. If there had been changes made that would have made this a more attractive project
but the changes did not dealt with the intrinsic nature of this development in this particular
neighbourhood. And I think it would behoove us all to encourage the applicant to continue working with
staff and to provide more substantial responses that we have put forward in our previous CotW
consideration and I would also like to add a further amendment to Councillor Isitt’s motion if that is
appropriate at this time.
Helps: Yes, go ahead. It would be a number 5.
Madoff: The proposal for #5 is that: demonstrate how the application is consistent with the objectives
of development permit area 7B which encourages buildings which enhance the heritage character of the
Fort Street Corridor.
Helps: Is there a seconder – seconded by Councillor Thornton-Joe. Councillor Madoff, if you wish to
speak to the amendment…
Madoff: Just to motivate, the reason I put it in is that this I have taken it directly out of the development
permit report and the information we had today about the response to the development permit area
seems to focus more on the response to the extent of the permit area along Pentrelew but I still didn’t
see anything substantive on how it responds to Fort Street. And one of the requests I had made in that
previous meeting is that it would be useful in this type of application that is specific to heritage to have
it clearly articulated in the report the response from the heritage planner in the planning department.
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[2:20:31]
Helps: The seconder of the amendment Councillor Thornton-Joe, do you wish to speak? [she did not] I
have a question about this one. Staff, how do you interpret this? Are you proposing to build something
less modern and more heritage, because if that is what you are proposing I don’t support it. I am not
clear on what is intended.
Tinney: I am unsure. There is a section in the staff report that says the proposal responds to principles in
development permit area 7B HC corridor’s heritage and Rockland Neighborhood plan so from staff’s
perspective, we’ve identified how the application addresses or does not address the areas within this
currently. I think perhaps more useful to the applicant is if there are specific areas to those guidelines
that the Councillor feels are not being met that the applicant and staff could examine in more detail to
bring it back.
Helps: Councillor Madoff, can you provide some clarity around what you mean by this?
Madoff: It is unfortunately very difficult to hear but all that I am looking for is a balanced report which
talks about consistency or inconsistency with the objectives of the DP [development permit] area and
that is something that staff has spoken to previously but I don’t think that there was quite enough clarity
provided.
Helps: Oh I see, so this is to staff…
Madoff: I’m not saying you can’t have contemporary buildings in a heritage area, it’s how they respond
and I feel that is what is missing.
Helps: So just to clarify, you are not requesting the applicant and staff do any more work together, you
are just requesting that should this be refereed when it comes back staff should be more explicit in their
report how it does or doesn’t conform? [Yes] Question, Councillor Thornton-Joe.
Thornton-Joe: Just a question to our Director of Planning, can you remind me, was the application
looked at by the Heritage staff?
Tinney: Yes, it was looked at by heritage staff and Mr. Johnston here. [he was really stuttering as if he
was not really comfortable answering the question] And again, p. 7 of the report identifies – provides
staff’s view of the compliance of the report to the specifics of the development permit area as well as
it’s fitting into some of those contextual items. Certainly if there are areas the Councillor feels that were
not specifically addressed that we would be happy to look at that further. From staff’s perspective, this
was part of our consideration and things that we did bring forward and they are provided to Council in
the summary of the report. Certainly that would occur if this section were updated it would appear in
any future report if any changes were made by the applicant.
Helps: Further discussion on the amendment. Councillor Alto.
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Alto: I do want to clarify – I do support what I understood the amendment to be but if I correctly heard
it – the full page of commentary in the report that specifically speaks to the proposal’s response to
principles in development permit 7B corridors heritage and the Rockland Neighbourhood Plan – would
the staff change that? What would happen to that piece in response to this amendment?
Tinney: That would depend on the changes to the application. Hence my comments were – I am a bit
confused by this amendment being directed at staff – this is part of what we would do and provide to
council and again have provided to Council as part of this report. That said, if there are specific elements
of the development permit area that Council feels that the applicant should take and elevate and
prioritize higher in their considerations for redesign or rework I think that would be very useful for 1. to
provide guidance to staff to spend more time and effort on those elements as well as provide some
clear direction to the applicant what elements they should be spending a bit more time on or looking at
in more detail.
Alto: And so were that to happen then the change would be that staff would respond to those changes
and alter their recommendations accordingly.
Tinney: That is our standard practice.
Helps: I am going to speak on the amendment and I am going to speak against it. I was prepared to send
this to public hearing today but I don’t think that motion would pass. So in order to keep the application
alive and not kill it I think we probably do need to send it back to staff. Having said that the proposal
that Councillor Isitt has made and is now on the table as the main motion to refer, are reasonable. They
focus on Pentrelew. I’m okay with Fort, and actually okay with Pentrelew but hearing that the majority
of council isn’t I am willing to entertain a motion that will get this better and I think probably it can be
made better. But as soon as we start talking about Fort then we are talking about revising the whole
application. I think we should refer our motion to focus simply on Pentrelew and things that Councillor
Isitt has outlined here and I would do not support the amendment. If there were changes to Fort Street
then staff would tell us about those because that’s what staff does. Does anyone else wish to speak on
the amendment?
Madoff: I just want to be really clear. What I am asking for is simply information to make sure that we
make an informed decision. In the previous report, the staff report stated that the application was
inconsistent with the objectives of the development permit area 7B but it didn’t provide any specific
information to support that. So that we can make an informed decision because we may support
something that does or does not meet those objectives and goals. What I am looking for in the report,
now that we have extended the DP area along Pentrelew, clearly Fort Street is extremely important and
it’s not really being acknowledged as we do this overview. So it’s simply to make sure that we have a
clear understanding of what the principles are and we will make a determination of whether or not we
feel that the approach that is being taken is supportable in whatever direction it might go.
Helps: Okay. I’m going to call the question to the amendment – all of those in favour of the
amendment? [5 in favour, 3 opposed – Loveday did not vote] Councillor Lucas, you have the floor.
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Lucas: I have a couple of questions of staff. It seems to me that 1, 2, and 3 were
questions that were asked the first time around back in May or April and it came back to staff so - # 4 I
could never support because I would want a CPTED report – I mean you are going to be on a major Fort
Street and you are going to have benches and I can see all sorts of problems but if as we say we want to
send it back and the proponent has already come back with what they think they were fixing 1, 2, and 3
because like I said I think this was all asked the last time around – and staff has said that this has met
what they believe – so the proponent now doesn’t even have to come back. They can just build that
apartment pushed right up to Fort Street. There is nothing to make them come back here – is that
correct?
Tinney: A redevelopment of a new building along Fort Street within the existing zoning would be a
separate application and it would require a development permit which would have some consideration
by council within the consideration of the design guidelines. In terms of where I think your question is
leading, I think what direction does this give to staff and the applicant going back given that the first two
points are somewhat similar than the last time around, I guess taking it from staff’s perspective I think
that what we would suggest is that those changes that were made to the townhouses as well as to the
southern portion of the site were not adequate – did not fully meet the changes that council were
looking to see on this site and I think it would behoove staff as well as the applicant to go back, look at
some of the community comments, look at some of the comments made by individual councilors here
and see what potentially the opportunities are for further revisions in this area. And again it would be up
the applicant to see how far they are willing to go with that based on any constraints they face.
Thornton-Joe: I will be supporting the motion to refer. We have all spoken and I think this addresses
some of the concerns we expressed. It is similar to the previous motion but how the response came
back has not reached my level of satisfaction yet. But perhaps to some members of council and staff it
has been addressed but the degree was not quite what I was looking for. I do recognize Councillor
Lucas’s comment regarding # 4 because it is not a city park or whether it is subject to by-law or city staff
maintaining so I’m going to add an amendment to #4 that is “subject to CPTED principles” [seconded]
and just on that I recognize that fixtures can be different things for people to stop and have a rest and
that it doesn’t necessarily have to be complete street furniture. Often when you have street furniture,
and there are garbage cans, someone has to maintain it so I think we have to rely on the applicant to go
and look at what CPTED concerns there may be and make it safer for all those using that space and
being able to maintain that space. I think that would make it more supportable.
Isitt: I just sent two photographs to staff – I’m just wondering – the City paid to send me to Vancouver
on a conference and a took a photo of public realms so I just want to make sure that the city gets value
for that investment for allowing that experience to inform municipal decision making. This is in the West
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end neighbourhood just off of Robson Street – the private condominium project – that provides fairly
high quality and costly public private realm. So I believe the property boundary is right along –
There is children playing, there’s actually a bike parking facility, a bike sharing program, I believe it is a
municipal program that’s accommodated within this private parcel, there’s a big work of public art,
there’s a pathway, there’s a bench and – is it possible to see the other photo – you can see an individual
sitting on a bench. Certainly from a very narrow standpoint of the property interests of the strata
owners, they would prefer not to have this. They would have private enjoyment of the property, if there
was a path – it is better for the property owners from a strict standpoint to not have anyone stop – you
don’t have to listen to a conversation if your window’s open – you don’t have to hear children laughing
or playing – but from the public standpoint you get a park at no cost to the municipality by doing it this
way. And I think with a parcel of this size – 2 acres of land – there is no reason – now I would like a much
softer touch – it’s a Garry Oak meadow so that’s why the wording was ‘fixtures. I think that a bench or
two along the lines of what the City has installed in the one park within Rockland on Terrace Avenue –
that’s a Garry Oak meadow with I believe one park bench and maybe one garbage can.
Ideally those costs are imposed on the strata council since their homes and property were enabled as
part of the development. so by way of example, I think that CPTED gets misused and over applied and
can result in extremely sterile and bland and not fun and in many cases useless - from a functionality
and public enjoyment standpoint – greenspaces. So I don’t think I am going to support the resolution. I
don’t think the Planning Department or the City would ever require a land owner do something that was
unsafe but I think adherence to CPTED as the guiding principle would limit options with respect to this
greenspace.
Helps: Does anyone else wish to speak to the amendment adding the wording “subject to CPTED
principles”? All those in favour of the amendment? Opposed? One opposed. We’re back to the motion
to refer and Councillor Thornton-Joe still has the floor. No? Councillor Isitt you are next.
Isitt: Another amendment that reflects the discussion relating to the potential for a statutory right of
way along the southern property line – it uses the word consider indicating that it wouldn’t be binding. I
would like to add another amendment, #6 “consider provision of a statutory right of way at the
southern and southwestern portion of the property to provide for future pathway connection toward
the west.
Helps: Is there a seconder? Seconded by Councillor Young.
Isitt: I think Mr. Tinney provided the rationale, basically the fact that is accommodated already
described as a pathway to the west contemplates that the City has some interest in the Pemberton Trail.
I think further work is needed by the City in determining the alignment but to have SRWs on both the
north and the southern end of the building would provide flexibility to accommodate opportunities to
open up by redevelopment to the west. And so I hope council can include direction to at least consider
this option.
Helps: As a seconder Councillor Young.
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Young: I support this but I recognize what Mr. Tinney has said to us that it may be 30 or 50 years before
this could be used and perhaps never – I guess one of the options that might be considered would be
rather than designating a specific trail or identified piece of land that there can simply be an agreement
that should at some future time this opportunity arises the developer would provide an adequate pass
through in some form so it would simply be a sort of a contingent obligation that would require a
provision for a right of way in the future if needed. And I don’t know what the legalities of that would be.
Or what form that could take.
Helps: I don’t support this amendment folks. I think we are asking this application to do too much. We
already have a public pathway which isn’t required but it is a nice. We have 10 units of affordable
housing that aren’t required but nice. We are sending it back with some very specific direction. I think if
we want the applicant to do what we’ve asked we have to be focused. WE can’t just keep tacking things
on. If the Fort Street bikeway wasn’t there and if Rockland wasn’t a greenway and if it was between two
major thoroughfares then I think there is some merit to this proposal. But we have a greenway half a
block away and we have a triple A bikeway on Fort Street and I think that we can’t ask too much if we
want this work that we are asking to be done and be done well. So for those reasons I don’t support the
amendment. Would anyone else like to speak on the amendment? Councillor Lucas?
Lucas: I don’t want to copy what you just said but I feel the same way. I mean I have been at that
property as all of us have – that’s all residential, and there’s an apartment block – there’s stuff all along
there, I mean I understand we’re talking 30 to 50 years down the road but I don’t think that’s the most
important stuff here. I think we need to move forward with the things that have already been looked at
and again just tack things on here as we think them up.
[2 in favour of the amendment, the rest opposed]
Isitt: I support the motion to refer.
Alto: I can’t support parts of this motion, that being said I do acknowledge that the tone of the
conversation clearly indicates to me anyway without this this application would be rejected at this point.
I think there is too much merit in the application to allow that to happen so with reluctance I will
support this motion to refer to the specifics and I would just ask that staff and perhaps the applicant
think very carefully about what standard needs to be used to identify that valuation of quote ‘sensitive
transition’ which was used a couple of times. I believe that the applicant has already in their view
responded to this type of direction so I am not particularly persuaded that we will hear something
different on the first three items – two items anyway – that would be substantially different from what
we have seen today. But having said that although I was prepared to send this to public hearing because
I would like to hear from the public on a broader scale I do believe that the majority of my colleagues
would have voted not to do that so with reluctance I will support this in order to allow the application to
proceed.
Helps: And without repeating what Councillor Alto said, I agree with it and I would have preferred to see
this move ahead so that we can get a broader point of view having said that the application did get
better after coming back once so maybe coming back twice it would be even better but I do want to
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caution we have to be focused and we can’t just keep tacking things on so I am glad that we didn’t do
that. Councillor Lucas.
Lucas: I know this question for staff may be a little difficult to answer but this has been going on for
almost two years. This is probably costing staff time and proponents time and neighbors’ time – when
do we think something like this could come back to us if of course if the proponent wants to do anything.
Tinney: That would be largely up to the proponent. The review time for the staff obviously does take
some time, the agenda development process for council does take some time and but really the bulk of
this is the redesign aspects of this so if the applicant is looking to make changes and is going to make
changes there are changes to their application package and that is production time that is required as
part of that – in order to do that and put together in order to resend it to resubmit. So really in terms of
staff time, it’s a month or so to review and putting things forward to council probably a little bit longer
than that given the volumes that we are dealing with today. It really sits in the applicant’s court the
amount of time it takes them to make any changes or considerations.
Thornton-Joe: I will be supporting it as I have some concerns moving it forward to public hearing. One
of the comments we mentioned was whether we move it to a public hearing because we received many
comments in opposition from the same individuals and a public hearing would allow us to hear from a
broader input. I do think that for me I received many emails mostly in opposition to it – definitely one
group sending more than others but definitely a lot of emails from others who we received for the first
time in opposition. I still think this is a better choice than trying to send it to public hearing without the
confidence that I think Councillor Madoff once said you really should be sending it to public hearing if
you have some sense of confidence that it be supported. And as it stands I don’t think it is supportive. I
think I will comment on this putting the CPTED principles, I think it behooves us to put that in because as
the mayor mentions there was a pathway that didn’t have to be there in a semi private place that the
applicant has added to it. So I think using the CPTED principles is important because it’s going to be
important to those that use the path and the neighbours that are in direct relation to that path. So the
applicant may come back and say no I am happy with what’s been proposed and that will be the
responsibility of council to decide at that point whether they want to move it forward or not, but I think
this is the best plan of action at this point.
Everyone was in favour of referring it back to staff, none opposed.
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